


OWNER’S MANUAL

WARNING: Damage to the electrical bike system can lead to an electrical 
fire or malfunctioning, possibly resulting in injury or death.
WARNING: Touching the brake rotor while hot can cause damage to skin, 
resulting in burns, slicing damage, and transfer of natural oils.
WARNING: Do not touch the wheel spokes while in motion.
WARNING: Using a damaged battery can lead to bike damage and is a 
potential fire hazard, which can cause injury, property damage, and/or 
death.
WARNING: Footrests are for your feet only
WARNING: Do not stand while bike is in motion
WARNING: Only one rider on the bike at a time 
WARNING: Kickstand is designed for loading cargo: do not assume the 
bike is stable while kickstand is in us. Do not have the kickstand down 
while the bike is in motion
WARNING: Never do anything that interferes with your ability to safely or 
cognitively operate the bike, including riding while intoxicated, drowsy, or 
distracted
WARNING: Don't use front brakes on their own
WARNING: Do not cover up charger while charging
WARNING: Do not open battery housing, this will void warranty and can 
cause property damage, injury, and/or death

It is your responsibility to ensure that you are adequately experienced 
and able to ride our ebike: serious death and injury can occur.

NEVER leave a bike unattended with children

DO NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM LOAD LIMIT : 330 lbs

We hope you like your new bike! This is your Tronic Bike user manual. Please 
read it carefully and thoroughly before operating. Enjoy your bike safely and 
responsibly, and feel free to contact us if you have any questions or concerns 
regarding the content in this manual.



Before all rides ensure that the condition of the bike is adequate and 
all components are performing properly:

Ensure that the brakes are working properly and is free of damage.
Ensure that both tires are adequately inflated and free of punctures.
Ensure all accessories are secured properly in their respective locations.
Ensure the handle bar and handlebar stem are aligned and secure. 
Ensure the battery is fully charged and operational.

If you find any of these aspects to be non functioning or in poor 
condition, do not ride your bike. 

Contact us at tronicbikes.ca@veinternation.org for next steps.

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:

You must stay in the bike lane and or on the sidewalk, watch for pedestrians, 
moving vehicles, inanimate objects: remain cognizant at all times. 

It is consumer discretion to go the speed that is appropriate for any given situation, 
based on terrain and surroundings. 

You must obey traffic laws, including adhering to any set speed limits, stop signs 
and utilizing appropriate hand signals to communicate with other vehicles. 

Fully charge your bike before use, and check the battery more thoroughly on a 
monthly basis.

Remain within the ranges of your given bike to ensure you have enough electricity: 
Pathway 35 miles, Seaside 45 miles, Ultra 50 miles.

ALWAYS wear your helmet while riding, and diligently 
follow all outlined safety procedures.

SAFE OPERATIONS
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WHAT TO DO IF…. 

If your battery overheats, disconnect it and immediately contact Tronic Bikes. 

If your battery becomes deactivated or problems occur, contact Tronic Bikes.

If your bike will not start, contact Tronic Bikes.

If your handle bars are not aligned, go on the website to find more specific 
information to fix it at home or contact Tronic Bikes to discuss repair.

If brakes are not working DO NOT RIDE: check your brake pads, check your brake 
lines, and if you can not fix it or find a problem CONTACT TRONIC BIKES.

Disclaimer: The battery will get hot while in use, this is normal. 

CONTINGENCIES


